
Proposal for:  Admitting Bill’s Family
Prepared By:  Jim 

Date:    8/19/19
The Problem: 

We currently have a roster of 35 members.  If we admit Bill and his family of ten adults, that 
would be an increase of about 33% in membership, a major jump.
This is different than interviewing and admitting two members at a time.  We are actually 
merging groups.  How should we accomplish this?

Assumptions & Facts:

We need the new members.

The quicker we accomplish this the more secure we are.
We may be in danger if some of the family joins and the rest are uncertain.

If we admit each household at a time, an admitted household can be assumed to share our 
location with non-admitted family, exposing our concealment.

Bill is acting as an extended family leader and thus has options to consider. 
(Bring some family with him; Say they are members but still keep other options)

With that size of a family they can withdraw from us and create their own group.  
If this happens it would be a major blow to our survival.
This would also be a blow if we turn away new members then find ourself down 33% increase.

Bill and Terry are well known by David and Janet.

Most long-time Police have gained a distrust of people while at the same time are well groomed
to take control of situations.

Bill’s family could increase our dues by $1,000 per year.

We do not know how Bill might react if we declined membership to one of his family. 

We don’t know the size of his clan due to In-Law requirements.  We may not have room for 
them all.

         Plan:  
Admit Bill and Terry after brief interview, 
   (determine how he might react if not all clan follows him)

then in that same interview,

Propose that he “interview” and prepare his clan for membership.
This would involve:  Stupid Questions, Personalities, Weapons, Survival skills,
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Contact information, Bios, Household heads read website, and in particular, In-Law member 
expectations.

Understand:
      That they will support all policies and rules in place.
      They abide by the 3 Months Sam’s food requirement, with no option for Beans & Rice
       covering the first three months.

Midway Full Disclosure when he has some of his family on board the council will meet with 
Bill and Terry together to get an update on the psychological readiness of each clan member,  
their joining status, what we can expect in the future, all known defects (addictions, major 
concern for In-Law family, etc).

Commitment in way of planning, staging and dues payment. 

Revealing our location may be considered at this time.

Progress Reports or follow-up meetings required.

Options: 

Consider lowering dues.

Assign a mentor for the group.

Clan stores supplies on Bill’s land initially.  Later we might move it.
With the new dues we can insure the forklift is repaired for this.

Non-Member family might be given radios for post activation communication regarding 
location.

 
Cost:        None

Pros:
Gets the interview over quickly and gets to work on the merger.

Lets us know quickly if we can even admit his extended family due to its current 
unknown size.

Gives us a heads up on weaker clan members to monitor.

Leaves Bill in charge of his clan.

Causes the merger to occur as quickly as possible.  This way we are not being strung along.

Gets a commitment out of Bill.
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If implemented quickly, may allow Jim to cease the purchase of Ringers.

Cons:
            Rushes the interview process.

May close out our acceptance of new members.
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